Cutis Rhomboidalis Faciei: An Early Sign of Solar Elastosis
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Abstract: Solar elastosis is a degenerative change in the dermis occurring due to chronic exposure to electromagnetic radiation especially of the UVB wavelength. The various findings reported till now in solar elastosis include cutis rhomboidalis nuchae, Favre-Rachouchot syndrome, dermatoheliosis, popular elastosis, actinic granuloma, adult colloid milium, elastotic nodules over the ears and collagenous and elastotic plaques of the hands. We report a new finding in patients with chronic sun exposure. There was yellowish discoloration, thickening of skin and wrinkling in an irregular rhomboidal pattern over the malar area in a series of seven patients in the age group of 60 to 70 years. This finding can be labeled as cutis rhomboidalis faciei. It was observed before the development of most of the other changes in solar elastosis and hence can be considered to be an early sign of solar elastosis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Actinic elastosis also known as solar elastosis is a degenerative change in the dermis. It is caused due to chronic exposure to electromagnetic radiation most commonly solar radiation and can also be due to infrared radiation exposure 1. UVB wavelength (290-320nm) most commonly leads to solar elastosis; however UVA (320-400nm) and sometimes infrared radiation (>700nm) can also aggravate the condition. UVA radiation mainly leads to skin cancers. The various presentations of solar elastosis reported till now include cutis rhomboidalis nuchae, Favre-Rachouchot syndrome, dermatoheliosis, popular elastosis and sometimes actinic granuloma 2. Here we report a new finding of solar elastosis, Cutis Rhomboidalis Faciei in which there is yellowish discoloration, thickening of skin and wrinkling in an irregular rhomboidal pattern over the malar area.

2. CASE REPORT

We observed a new finding in a series of seven patients coming to the Dermatology OPD. These patients had thickened yellowish skin with wrinkling in a rhomboidal pattern over the malar area (Figs. 1 and 2).

Three of the patients had cutis rhomboidalis nuchae and three had seborrheic keratosis. We suggest that this can be named as cutis rhomboidalis faciei.

This finding was present even before the development of the other findings of solar elastosis such as cutis rhomboidalis nuchae in a few patients. All the patients had history of chronic sun exposure and were in the age group of 60-70 years. The histopathology was similar to that of cutis rhomboidalis nuchae and elastotic material deposition was seen in the dermis.

Figure 1. Three patients of cutis rhomboidalis faciei out of which two show cutis rhomboidalis nuchae (indicated by the green arrow) and one shows seborrheic keratosis (indicated by the blue arrow).
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Figure 2. Four patients of cutis rhomboidalis faciei out of which two patients show seborrhoeic keratosis (indicated by the yellow arrows) and one patient shows cutis rhomboidalis nuchae (indicated by the green arrow). Note the yellowish pigmentation, thickening of skin and irregular rhomboidal wrinkling of skin (indicated by the yellow arrows).

3. DISCUSSION

The degree of solar elastosis is directly proportional to the cumulative radiation dose and hence it is more commonly seen in outdoor workers, in elderly individuals and in people residing in sunny areas[2]. Clinically there is yellowish discoloration of the skin and there is elastic fiber degeneration histologically. The light exposed areas such as the nape of the neck and the face are more commonly affected. Mild elastosis is not visible clinically and the changes become more obvious as the skin gets pinched up and thus wrinkled. The skin tone is lost and the skin becomes coarsely wrinkled, thick and dry. Prolonged sun exposure leads to epidermal thickening and abnormalities in the dermal composition.

Cutis rhomboidalis nuchae is when the skin is yellow, thick and leathery with wrinkling in a rhomboidal pattern at the nape and the posterolateral portion of the neck. Favre – Rachouchot syndrome most commonly affects the periorbital area and shows follicular cysts with thick yellow plaques and numerous open comedones[3]. Dermatoheliosis includes changes like wrinkling, scaling, irregular pigmentation, solar keratosis and sometimes malignancy resulting from chronic sun exposure. Papularelastosis are solitary or multiple, firm, shiny, smooth asymptomatic papules[5]. Adult colloid milium[6], elastotic nodules over the ears[7] and collagenous and elastotic plaques of the hands[8,9] may also be seen.

In sun damaged skin there is degradation of elastic and/or collagen fibers and there are overactive fibroblasts which produce new elastic tissue. Chronic inflammation is seen with degranulation of mast cells and fibroblast activation which leads to production of metalloproteinases which degrade collagen. Thus there is an abnormal degenerative and synthetic process in photo damaged skin leading to the changes observed[10]. These changes are responsible for the appearance of skin in cutis rhomboidalis nuchae and faciei.

There was an inverse relationship between cutis rhomboidalis nuchae and malignant epithelial cell tumors in a report[11]. The hypothesis being skin thickening resulting from degeneration of collagen and elastic fibers occurring due to sun exposure may play a protective role against epithelial dysplasia and thus prevent the development of neoplastic lesions. The same protective role may be present in cutis rhomboidalis faciei also due to the same mechanism. Further studies are required to confirm this; however in all the patients having cutis rhomboidalis faciei observed by the authors, there were no skin neoplasms in the affected areas.

4. CONCLUSION

Cutis rhomboidalis faciei can be considered to be an early sign of solar elastosis and should be looked for in patients with chronic sun exposure. Other solar elastotic changes may be prevented if proper photo protection is taken at this stage.
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